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• Clay model of a female figure 
swinging on a swing between two 
columns
• Hagia Triada, 1500 -1450 BC
• (within the Heraklion 
Archaeological Museum, Crete)
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Animals play too
Two squirrels playing in the snow
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Birds also play
Birds playing in water
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Origin of CS-101
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Origin of CS-101
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Origin of CS-101
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• On the 27 August 2004 the NSW Deputy 
State Coroner released his findings and 
recommendations from the inquest into the 
death of three-year old India Verity who was 
killed when struck by a falling soccer goal on 
6 July 2003
• UTS was engaged by the NSW Department 
of Fair Trading in December 2004 to conduct 
collaborative research and on-site impact 
testing on a variety of soccer goals
• The results of this testing were used to draft 
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• The best soccer goals are ones that are 
permanently fixed into the ground
• Where these are not available, movable 
goals are used and a standard specifying the 
safety requirements for movable goals was 
required
• A test method was developed to address the 
risk of accidental tip-over or pull-over of the 
goal
• This test method was published as:            
AS 4866.1:2007 Playing field equipment –
Soccer goals Part 1: Safety aspects, 
Standards Australia, 23 November 2007
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A chronological list of the published CS-101 Standards
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23 Nov 2007
AS 4866.1:2007 Playing field 
equipment – Soccer goals Part 
1: Safety aspects, Standards 
Australia, 23 November 2007
13 Nov. 2020
AS EN 16899:2020 Sports and 
recreational equipment -
Parkour equipment - Safety 
requirements and test methods, 
Standards Australia,               
13 November 2020
18 Dec 2020
AS EN 16579:2020 Playing 
field equipment - Portable and 
permanent socketed goals -
Functional, safety requirements 
and test methods, Standards 
Australia, 18 December 2020
22 Jan 2021
AS EN 14974:2021 Skateparks 
- Safety requirements and test 
methods, Standards Australia, 
22 January 2021
29 Jan 2021
AS 16630:2021 Permanently 
installed outdoor fitness 
equipment - Safety requirements 
and test methods, Standards 
Australia,   29 January 2021
9 Apr 2021
SA TR CEN 17519:2021 
Surfaces for sports areas -
Synthetic turf facilities -
Guidance on how to minimise 
infill dispersion into the 
environment, 9 April 2021
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Future CS-101 Standards
• DR AS 19202-1 Summer toboggan runs Part 1: 
Safety requirements and test methods
• DR AS 19202-2 Summer toboggan runs Part 2: 
Safety requirements for operation
• ISO 20597 Stationary training equipment (series)
• ISO 20380:2016 Public swimming pools –
Computer vision systems for the detection of 
drowning accidents in swimming pools – Safety 
requirements and test methods
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ISO & CEN adoption process
• For CEN Standards there are two choices with adoption ‘identical’ and ‘modified adoption’
• For ‘modified adoption’ all changes are contained within Appendix ZZ at the end of the 
document
• This is akin to having the ‘Special Conditions of Contract’ after the General Conditions of 
Contract (and hidden at the bottom)
• Australia is a signatory to the Marrakesh Agreement WTO TBT (technical barrier to trade)
• The TBT establishes rules and procedures regarding the development, adoption of standards:
– Any amendment must be supported by evidence
– These amendments must be specific to Australia
– We can only change ‘shall’ clauses (we are not allowed to change ‘should’ clauses or ‘notes’)
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AS EN 16899:2020 Parkour equipment
• This Standard specifies the requirements for parkour equipment 
for use mainly by users starting from 8 years of age
• What is ‘parkour’?
• Parkour is also known as ‘freerunning’ and ‘Art du Deplacement’
• Parkour is a non-competitive sport of training where the 
participant moves freely over and through any terrain using only 
the abilities of their body
• It includes running, jumping, climbing and quadrupedal movement
• Parkour focuses on developing attributes such as strength, 
fitness, balance, spatial awareness, agility, coordination, 
precision, control and creative vision
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AS EN 16899:2020 Parkour equipment 
Important design considerations
• Dynamic loads to the structural integrity must be verified by 
calculations and/or physical testing
• Stability of the structures 
• Material fatigue due to cyclical loading
• Ability filters to restrict access by young children
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AS EN 16899:2020 Parkour equipment 
Access restrictions
• Due to the potential for access by children, parkour equipment 
shall be designed to make access difficult for young children
• Combination of vertical and horizontal dimensions is used
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AS EN 16899:2020 Parkour equipment 
Access restrictions - rules
• Access to landings in height < 1 m may be easy access
• Access to landings 1 m to 1.5 m require 1 step > 0.7 m
• Access to landings 1.5 m to 3 m require 1 step > 1 m
Step > 1 m required
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AS EN 16899:2020 Parkour equipment 
Free height of fall (FHoF)
• No impact attenuated surface (IAS) below 1.6 m
• Above 1.6 m IAS in accordance with 2/3 x AS 4422
• For example: 
FHoF = 2.7 m          CFH = 1.8 m
FHoF = 3.0 m          CFH = 2.0 m
• Maximum FHoF is the same as AS 4685 i.e. 3.0 m
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AS EN 16899:2020 Parkour equipment 
Extent of the falling space
• Falling space is 1.5 m when fall height is < 1.5 m
• Between 1.5 m and 3.0 m 
x = 2/3y + 0.5 m        
Where: x is the extent of the falling space
y is the FHoF
• Distance between two solid objects such as blocks, when both 
are higher than 1.2 m, shall be > 0.55 m
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AS EN 16899:2020 Parkour equipment 
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AS EN 16899:2020 Parkour equipment 
• Entrapment is essentially the same as AS 4685
• There is also a body clearance test (350 mm x 550 mm)
• Finger probe is different too
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AS EN 16579:2020 Portable and permanent socketed goals
• This Standard supersedes AS 4866.1:2007 with one big exception
• ACCC Mandatory Standard still applies for movable soccer goals:
https://www.productsafety.gov.au/standards/moveable-soccer-goals
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AS EN 16579:2020 Portable and permanent socketed goals
• AS EN 16579:2020 is not limited to outdoor soccer goals
• AS EN 16579:2020 covers all portable and socketed goals 
ranging in weight from 10 kg to 42 kg (there are some exceptions 
where goals are covered by specific CEN Standards such as:
– EN 748 (football aka soccer with 5 m wide goals)
– EN 749 (handball)
– EN 750 (hockey)
– EN 1270 (basketball and related sports)
– EN 13451 (water polo)
– EN 16664 (lightweight goals)
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AS EN 16579:2020 Portable and permanent socketed goals
• Goal frame categories
• This is the easy part
• The complexity lies in choosing the sub-categories which are 
quite specific to the dimensions and weight of the goal
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AS EN 16579:2020 Portable and permanent socketed goals
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AS EN 16579:2020 Portable and permanent socketed goals
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AS EN 16579:2020 Portable and permanent socketed goals
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AS EN 14974:2021 Skateparks
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General requirements
• This Standard applies to skateparks for public use intended for 
skateboard usage
• It does NOT apply to other roller sports equipment and BMX 
bikes
• Skateparks shall be physically separated from playgrounds, 
sports grounds etc by appropriate distance using structural or 
spatial measures
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Example of a mini ramp
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AS EN 14974:2021 Skateparks
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Example of a Vert ramp (half-pipe)
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AS EN 14974:2021 Skateparks
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Dimensions for mini ramps and Vert ramp (half-pipe)
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AS EN 14974:2021 Skateparks
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AS 16630:2021 Permanently installed outdoor fitness equipment
• AS 16630:2021 is a modified adoption of EN 16630:2015
• It specifies the general safety requirements for the 
manufacture, installation, inspection and maintenance of 
permanently installed and freely accessible outdoor fitness 
equipment
• The ZZ Appendix for Australia includes amendments for timber, 
ultraviolet radiation exposure protection for no less than 5 years 
after installation, shade and sun protection and a clause that 
allows existing Australian products to comply with the new 
technical requirements while not being trade restrictive ie
reverse WTO TBT (technical barrier to trade)
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AS 16630:2021 Permanently installed outdoor fitness equipment
cl 4.3.4 delete the following:
Additionally, the tread surface shall provide at least a three-sided safeguard 
(at the front, left and right) that is a minimum of 10 mm high and extend 
over a length of 75 % of the side surface. This requirement is not applicable 
to rotary discs with a diameter of at least 320 mm.
and replace with:
Additionally, the tread surface shall provide at least a three-sided 
safeguard. One side of the safeguard on the front, shall be a 
minimum of 10 mm high and extend over a length of 75% of the 
side surface. This requirement is not applicable to rotary discs with 
a diameter of at least 320 mm.
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AS 16630:2021 Permanently installed outdoor fitness equipment
• The Standard is similar to the Playground equipment standard
• The major difference is the mass of the user
– For a single user the mass is increased from 69.5 kg to 99 kg
– For two users the mass is increased from 130 kg to 185 kg
– For three users the mass is increased from 189 kg to 270 kg
• The dynamic factor is the same for both standards
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AS 16630:2021 Permanently installed outdoor fitness equipment
The other major difference is impact area and critical fall height
AS 16630                                                  AS 4685
The critical fall height for both standards is determined by a performance test 
in accordance with AS 4422 (not from the table within the CEN document)
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AS TR CEN 17519:2021 Synthetic turf facilities
• This is a Technical Report (not a Standard) that provides 
guidance on how to minimize infill dispersion
• What is infill?
• Infill is a particulate material used within the synthetic turf 
surface to provide support to the pile and aid in the provision of 
the required performance characteristics of the surface
• Why is this standard required?
• There has been an increasing public concern about 
microplastics being released into the environment
• This standard aims to reduce the quantities released into the 
environment
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AS TR CEN 17519:2021 Synthetic turf facilities
Infill migration routes include:
– Being carried by the player in their footwear
– Being carried by maintenance equipment
– Inappropriate maintenance procedures
– Inappropriate installation procedures
– Poor storage of spare material
– Water run-off from the field
– Wind dispersion
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Thank
you
